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Abstract—Heterogeneous processors are increasingly
being used in embedded systems where parallel applica-
tions with precedence-constrained tasks widely exist. Re-
liability is an important functional safety requirement and
reliability goal should be satisfied for safety-critical parallel
applications; meanwhile, resource is limited in embedded
systems and it should be minimized. This study solves the
problem of resource consumption cost minimization of a
reliable parallel application on heterogeneous embedded
systems without using fault tolerance. The problem is de-
composed into two subproblems, namely, satisfying relia-
bility goal and minimizing resource consumption cost. The
first subproblem is solved by transferring the reliability goal
of the application to that of each task, and the second sub-
problem is solved by heuristically assigning each task to the
processor with the minimum resource consumption cost
while satisfying its reliability goal. Experiments with real
parallel applications verify that the proposed algorithm ob-
tains minimum resource consumption costs compared with
the state-of-the-art algorithms.

Index Terms—Heterogeneous embedded systems, paral-
lel applications, reliability goal, resource consumption cost.
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background

Multiprocessors are increasingly used in the implementation
of high-performance embedded systems, such as image recogni-
tion, automotive control, and human body interaction plus ges-
ture control. To satisfy the higher functional and nonfunctional
requirements, heterogeneous embedded systems have emerged
[1]–[3]. Although the increasing processing capacity of proces-
sors has been developed to achieve high performance, the fre-
quency of transient failures has increased dramatically, caused
by electromagnetic interference, radiations, high temperature,
etc. [4]. Reliability is defined as the probability the schedule
is successful (i.e., succeeds to complete its execution) for an
application [5]–[7]. Any application cannot be 100% reliable in
practice. If an application satisfies its certificated reliability goal,
then it is considered to be reliable in safety-critical embedded
systems. Reliability goal has been used in some industrial func-
tional safety standards, such as the ISO 26262 standard for au-
tomotive software systems, the DO-178C standard for avionics
software, and the IEC 61508 standard for all kinds of industrial
software systems [8]. If the reliability goal of the application
cannot be satisfied, then disastrous consequences could happen.
Therefore, reliability is an important functional safety property
and reliability goal should be satisfied for a safety-critical em-
bedded application.

B. Motivation

As multiprocessors continue to scale, increasingly distributed
and parallel applications with precedence-constrained tasks
widely exist in embedded systems [1], [9]. A parallel application
with precedence-constrained tasks is represented by a directed
acyclic graph (DAG), where the nodes represent the tasks and
the edges represent the communication messages between the
tasks [1], [9]. Scheduling tasks of a DAG-based parallel applica-
tion for fastest execution is a well-known NP-hard optimization
problem, and many heuristic list scheduling algorithms have
been proposed to generate near-optimal solutions to the problem
in heterogeneous systems [10]–[12]. In general, fault-tolerant
techniques are the effective approaches to satisfy the reliabil-
ity goal of a parallel application, and replication approaches
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are important software fault-tolerant techniques. Considering
the limited resources of embedded systems, fault-tolerant tech-
niques may be not suitable [13]–[15]. Therefore, an effective
task assignment strategy to satisfy the reliability goal without
using replication should be presented.

Resource is often limited in embedded systems, and should
be optimized during the design phase [16], [17]. Resource con-
sumption cost minimization, modeling, analysis, and verifica-
tion have been widely studied from embedded systems [16], [17]
to cluster systems [7], [18]. Intuitively, larger reliability could
cause a longer schedule length and consume more resources
for a parallel application [13]–[15]. In safety-critical embed-
ded systems, if the reliability goal of an application can be
satisfied, then this application is reliable according to the afore-
mentioned functional safety standards. The recent investigation
presented the MaxRe [6] and the RR (i.e., least resources to meet
the reliability requirement) [7] algorithms to minimize resource
consumption while satisfying the reliability goal of a parallel
application on heterogeneous cluster systems, respectively. Al-
though the MaxRe and RR algorithms can be compatible in a
nonfault-tolerant manner, they can be further improved in cal-
culating reliability goal of each task and assigning each task to
the processor (refer to Section IV-D for more details).

C. Main Contributions

This study aims to solve the problem of minimizing the re-
source consumption cost of reliable parallel applications on
heterogeneous embedded systems without using fault tolerance,
and the problem is decomposed into two subproblems, namely,
satisfying reliability goal and minimizing resource consumption
cost. The main contributions are summarized as follows.

1) The first subproblem is solved by presupposing that the
unassigned tasks are assigned to the processor with the
minimum reliability value, thereby transferring the relia-
bility goal of the application to the reliability goal of each
task.

2) The second subproblem is solved by heuristically
scheduling each task with low time complexity, thereby
assigning the task to the processor with the minimum
resource consumption cost.

3) Experiments with real parallel applications verify that the
proposed algorithm obtains minimum resource consump-
tion costs compared with the state-of-the-art algorithms.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
reviews related studies. Section III builds related models.
Section IV presents related preliminaries. Section V solves the
presented problem. Section VI verifies the performance of the
proposed algorithm. Section VII concludes this study.

II. RELATED WORK

Considering that this study focuses on resource consumption
cost and reliability of a DAG-based parallel application, this
study mainly reviews the related research on cost and reliability
of DAG-based parallel applications.

Resource optimization is one of the important topics in em-
bedded systems. Qiu and Sha [16] solved the cost minimization

TABLE I
IMPORTANT NOTATION IN THIS PAPER

Notation Definition

ci,j WCTT between the tasks ni and nj

wi,k WCET of the task ni on the processor uk

wi Average execution time of the task ni

ranku (ni ) Upward rank value of the task ni

|X | Size of the set X
λk Constant failure rate per time unit of the processor uk

γk Resource consumption cost rate per time unit of the processor uk

γcomm communication cost rate γcomm per time unit
R(ni , uk ) Reliability of the task ni on the processor uk

R(G) Reliability of the application G
cost(ni , uk ) Resource consumption cost of the task ni on the processor uk

cost(G) Resource consumption cost of the application G
uproc(i) Assigned processor of the task ni

Rmin(G) Minimum reliability of the application G
Rmax(G) Maximum reliability of the application G
Rgoal(G) Reliability goal of the application G
Rgoal(ni ) Reliability goal of the task ni

while satisfying hard or soft timing constraints for heteroge-
neous embedded systems. Ovatman et al. [17] built the resource
consumption cost model and analyzed and verified the resource
consumption cost scenarios for embedded systems using priced
timed automata. The widely accepted reliability model for an
operation was presented in [19], where the failure rate of each
hardware is characterized by a constant λ. Generally, the relia-
bility of a parallel application is represented as the product of the
reliability values of all the tasks [6], [7], [20], [21]. In general,
fault-tolerant techniques are the effective ways to satisfy the reli-
ability goal of a parallel application, and replication approaches
are important software fault-tolerant techniques. Considering
the limited resource of embedded systems, fault tolerance may
not be suitable as pointed out earlier.

Intuitively, larger reliability could cause longer schedule
length of a parallel application and the problem of optimiz-
ing schedule length and reliability is considered as a typical
bicriteria optima or Pareto optima problem [13]–[15]. Doğan
and Özgüner [13] investigated the bicriteria optima problem be-
tween reliability and scheduled length by merging the bicriteria
of scheduled length and reliability into a single objective func-
tion for joint optimization of them. The method in [13] has better
reliability but longer scheduled length than that in [14]. Don-
garra et al. [15] implemented the bio-objective optimization of
maximizing reliability and minimizing scheduled length. Tang
et al. [22], [23] considered the reliability goal for a parallel appli-
cation on heterogeneous systems without using fault tolerance;
however, these studies do not aim to satisfy the reliability goal of
the application. Zhao et al. [6], [7] presented the MaxRe and RR
algorithms to minimize the resource consumption while satisfy-
ing the reliability goal of a parallel application in heterogeneous
cluster systems by using fault tolerance. The main limitations
of [6] and [7] have been summarized in Section I-B.

III. MODELS

Table I lists important notations and their definitions used in
this study.
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Fig. 1. Motivating example of a DAG-based parallel application [10]–
[12].

A. Application Model

This study considers a system platform with heterogeneous
multiprocessors. As controller area network (CAN) networks
themselves provide redundant links for high fault tolerance,
similar to most studies [6], [14], [21], this study only considers
the processor failure, and does not include the communication
failure into the problem (i.e., the communication is assumed to
be reliable in this study), but the communication time between
processors should be considered because of the distributed char-
acteristic of parallel applications and the system [1], [9].

Let U = {u1, u2, . . . , u|U |} represent a set of heterogeneous
processors, where |U | represents the size of set U . Note that
for any set X , this study uses |X| to denote its size. A parallel
application is represented by a DAG G = (N , M , C, W ) [9]–
[12]. N represents a set of tasks in G, and each task ni ∈ N
has different worst case execution times (WCETs) on different
processors. M is a set of communication edges, and each edge
mi,j ∈ M represents the communication message from ni to
nj . Accordingly, ci,j ∈ C represents a worst case transmission
time (WCTT) of mi,j , if ni and nj are not assigned to the same
processor [12]. pred(ni) represents the set of the immediate
predecessor tasks of ni . succ(ni) represents the set of the im-
mediate successor tasks of ni . The task that has no predecessor
task is denoted by nentry, and the task that has no successor task
is denoted by nexit. W is an |N | × |U | matrix, where wi,k de-
notes the WCET of ni running on uk . All tasks are scheduled
with the global nonpreemptive policy.

Fig. 1 shows a motivating example of a DAG-based parallel
application with tasks and messages. Table II is a matrix of
WCETs in Fig. 1. The example shows ten tasks executed on
three processors {u1, u2, u3}. Weight 14 of n1 and u1 in Table II
represents the WCET, denoted by w1,1 = 14. As can be seen
that the same task has different WCETs on different processors
due to the heterogeneity of the processors. Weight 18 of edge
between n1 and n2 represents the communication time, denoted
by c1,2 if n1 and n2 are not assigned to the same processor.

B. Reliability Model

There are two major temporal type of failures, namely,
the transient failure (i.e., random hardware failures) and the

TABLE II
WCETS OF TASKS ON DIFFERENT PROCESSORS OF THE

MOTIVATING PARALLEL APPLICATION [10]–[12]

Task u1 u2 u3

n1 14 16 9
n2 13 19 18
n3 11 13 19
n4 13 8 17
n5 12 13 10
n6 13 16 9
n7 7 15 11
n8 5 11 14
n9 18 12 20
n10 21 7 16

TABLE III
CLASSES OF PROBABILITY OF EXPOSURE REGARDING

DURATION/PROBABILITY OF EXPOSURE IN ISO 26262 [24]

Exposure level Probability of exposure Reliability goal

E1 Very low probability Not specified At least exceeds 0.99
E2 Low probability <1% 0.99
E3 Medium probability [1%, 10%] >0.9
E4 High probability >10% <=0.99

permanent failure. This study only considers the transient fail-
ure of processors because some functional safety standards (e.g.,
ISO 26262) only combine the random hardware failures and
reliability together [24]. ISO 26262 defines the conception of
exposure for random hardware failures. Exposure means the rel-
ative expected frequency of the operational conditions in which
the injury may happen [24]. ISO 26262 also gives the dura-
tion/probability of exposure in [24, Table B.2, Annex B of Part
3]. According to ISO 26262, for a given exposure level, the
corresponding reliability goal can be found in Table III. The
relationships in Table III show that when the exposure is high,
the corresponding reliability goal is low, which means that the
risk of occurrence is high.

As pointed out in ISO 26262, random hardware failures occur
unpredictably during the life time of a hardware but follow
a probability distribution [24]. In general, the occurrence of
transient fault for a task in a DAG-based application follows the
Poisson distribution [6], [7], [14], [19]–[21]. The reliability of
an event in unit time t is denoted by R (t) = e−λt , where λ is
the constant failure rate per time unit for a processor. Let λk

represent the constant failure rate per time unit of the processor
uk , and the reliability of ni executed on uk in its execution time
is donated by

R (ni, uk ) = e−λk wi , k . (1)

A development life cycle of safety-critical systems usually con-
tains analysis, design, implementation, and testing phases. In
this study, we aim to minimize the resource consumption cost
of a parallel application with reliability goal during the de-
sign phase. Similar to WCTT of messages and WCET of tasks,
we assume that the failure rates have been known and ob-
tained in the analysis phase. Similar to [6], [20], and [21], the
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reliability of the parallel application with precedence-
constrained tasks should be

R(G) =
∏

ni ∈N

R(ni, uproc(ni )) (2)

where uproc(ni ) represents the assigned processor of ni .
As some communication networks themselves provide redun-

dant links for high fault tolerance in embedded systems (e.g.,
FlexRay), similar to most studies [6], [14], [21], this study only
involves the processor failure, and does not include the com-
munication failure into the problem (i.e., the communication is
assumed to be reliable in this study).

C. Resource Consumption Cost Model

The priced timed automata defines the computation resource
cost rate γ per time unit for task execution, which means that the
computation resource cost grows constantly with γ in a proces-
sor (location) and the computation resource grows constantly
with computation resource rate in a processor to access data
stored in memory [17]. In other words, for a task with execution
time w, the cost should be γ × w.

As heterogeneous processors are used in this study, all proces-
sors should have individual computation cost rates because dif-
ferent processors are configured with different memory compo-
nents and access operations. Hence, let U = {γ1, γ2, . . . , γ|U |}
represent a set of rates on heterogeneous processors.

The priced timed automata defines fixed cost for message
transitions (transmission). However, when a message is trans-
mitted on a distributed embedded system, different sizes of mes-
sages should consume different resource costs. The reason is
that each message should be packed before it is sent and should
be unpacked after it is received, even though the packing and
unpacking times depend on the sizes of messages. As homo-
geneous communication links are employed in this study, the
communication cost rate γcomm per time unit is the same for
each message transmission.

When a task is finished in one processor, this task sends mes-
sages to all its successor tasks that may be located in different
processors. Therefore, let cost(ni, uk ) represent the generated
resource consumption cost of the task ni on the processor uk

and is calculated by

cost(ni, uk ) = wi,k × γk +
∑

nx ∈pred(ni )

c
′
x,i × γcomm (3)

where c
′
x,i represents the actual communication time between

nx and ni . If nx and ni are assigned to the same processor,
then c

′
x,i = 0; otherwise, c

′
x,i = cx,i . That is, the cost(ni, uk )

includes the processor resource consumption cost that ni is exe-
cuted on uk and the communication resource consumption cost
that messages are transmitted between ni and its predecessors
when they are not assigned the same processor. Note that the cur-
rent task just considers its predecessors, and its successors will
consider the current task in calculating communication resource
consumption cost.

Finally, the total resource consumption cost of G is the sum
of that of all the tasks, namely

cost(G) =
∑

ni ∈N

cost
(
ni, uproc(i)

)
. (4)

IV. PRELIMINARIES

A. Reliability Goal

As the WCET of each task on each processor is known, the
minimum and maximum reliability values can be obtained by
traversing all the processors. Both of them are calculated by

Rmin(ni) = min
uk ∈U

R(ni, uk ) (5)

and

Rmax(ni) = max
uk ∈U

R(ni, uk ) (6)

respectively.
As the reliability of the application G is the product of reli-

ability values of all the tasks (2), the minimum and maximum
reliability values of G are calculated by

Rmin(G) =
∏

ni ∈N

Rmin (ni) (7)

and

Rmax(G) =
∏

ni ∈N

Rmax (ni). (8)

As mentioned earlier, if the reliability goal Rgoal(G) can be
satisfied, then the application is reliable. Note that Rgoal(G)
should be larger than or equal to Rmin(G); otherwise, Rgoal(G)
is always satisfied. Meanwhile, Rgoal(G) should be less than
or equal to Rmax(G); otherwise, Rgoal(G) cannot always be
satisfied. Hence, this study assumes that Rgoal(G) belongs to
the scope Rmin(G) and Rmax(G), namely

Rmin(G) � Rgoal(G) � Rmax(G). (9)

B. Problem Description

Given a parallel application G with known reliability goal
Rgoal(G) that would be executed on a heterogeneous multipro-
cessor set U , the problem to be addressed in this study is to
assign an available processor to each task while reducing the
resource consumption cost of G and satisfying its reliability
goal Rgoal(G). The formal description is finding the processor
assignments of all the tasks to minimize the resource consump-
tion cost of the application G

cost(G) =
∑

ni ∈N

cost
(
ni, uproc(i)

)

subject to

R(G) =
∏

ni ∈N

R
(
ni, uproc(i)

)
� Rgoal(G)

for ∀i : 1 � i � |N |, uproc(i) ∈ U .
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TABLE IV
UPWARD RANK VALUES OF THE TASKS OF THE

PARALLEL APPLICATION IN FIG. 1 [10]

Task n1 n2 n3 n4 n5 n6 n7 n8 n9 n10

ranku(ni ) 108 77 80 80 69 63.3 42.7 35.7 44.3 14.7

C. Task Prioritizing

The remaining work of this study is to assign each task to
an appropriate processor after the reliability goal and problem
description are determined. The first work is to determine the
assignment order of tasks. Similar to [1], [6], [7], and [10], this
study employs the upward rank value (ranku) of a task given by
(10) as the common task priority standard

ranku(ni) = wi + max
nj ∈succ(ni )

{ci,j + ranku(nj )} (10)

where wi represents the average WCET of task ni and calculated
by

wi =

⎛

⎝
|U |∑

k=1

wi,k

⎞

⎠ /|U |.

All the tasks are ordered according to the decreasing order of
ranku. Table IV shows the upward rank values of all the tasks
in Fig. 1. Note that only if all the predecessors of ni have been
assigned to the processors, ni will be prepared to be assigned.
Assume that two tasks ni and nj satisfy ranku(ni) > ranku(nj ),
if no precedence constraint exists between ni and nj , then ni

may not have higher priority than nj . Finally, the task assign-
ment order in G is {n1, n3, n4, n2, n5, n6, n9, n7, n8, n10}.

D. MaxRe and RR Algorithms

The state-of-the-art MaxRe and RR algorithms were pre-
sented to minimize resource consumption while satisfying the
reliability goal of a parallel application on heterogeneous sys-
tems using fault tolerance. Calculating reliability goals of tasks
and assigning tasks to processors are two important steps.

1) In calculating the reliability goal, both MaxRe and
RR calculate the reliability goal of the entry task as
Rgoal(n1) = |N |

√
Rgoal(G), where Rgoal(G) and Rgoal(n1)

represent the reliability goals of the application and the
entry task, respectively, and |N | represents the num-
ber of tasks; for the rest of tasks (i.e., nonentry tasks),
the reliability goal of each task using MaxRe is still
Rgoal(n1) = |N |

√
Rgoal(G), whereas that using RR is cal-

culated by

Rgoal(nseq(j )) = |N |−j + 1

√
Rgoal(G)

∏j−1
x=1 R(nx)

where Rgoal(nseq(j )) represents the reliability goal of
the jth task; however, the reliability goals for tasks are
still too high and need to pay for more resource to
satisfy.

2) In assigning each task to processor, both MaxRe and
RR assign the task to the processor with the maximum
reliability value R (ni, uk ) = e−λk wi , k (1); however, the
maximum reliability value does not mean minimum re-
source consumption costs in heterogeneous systems be-
cause different processors have different failure and cost
rates.

V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM

The problem of minimizing the resource consumption cost
of a reliable parallel application on heterogeneous embedded
systems comes down to two subproblems, namely, satisfying
reliability goal and minimizing resource consumption cost. This
section first solves the subproblem and then solves the second
subproblem with a proposed algorithm.

A. Satisfying Reliability Goal

The strategy of satisfying reliability goal of the parallel
application G is as follows. Assume that the task to be as-
signed is nseq(j ) , where seq(j) represents the jth assigned
task (sequence number), then {nseq(1) , nseq(2) , . . . , nseq(j−1)}
represents the task set where the tasks have been assigned,
and {nseq(j+1) , nseq(j+2) , . . . , nseq(|N |)} represents the task set
where the tasks have not been assigned. To ensure that
the reliability of the application is satisfied at each task
assignment, we presuppose that each unassigned task in
{nseq(j+1) , nseq(j+2) , . . . , nseq(|N |)} is assigned to the proces-
sor with the maximum reliability value. Hence, when assigning
nseq(j ) , the reliability of G is calculated by

Rseq(j )(G) =
j−1∏

x=1

R
(
nseq(x) , uproc(seq(x))

)

×R
(
nseq(j ) , uproc(seq(j ))

)×
|N |∏

y=j+1

Rmax
(
nseq(y )

)
.

For any task nseq(j ) , only if Rseq(j )(G) � Rgoal(G), the actual
reliability R(G) =

∏
ni ∈N R

(
ni, uproc(i)

)
will be larger than or

equal to Rgoal(G). The correctness of this strategy is proved in
the Theorem 1.

Theorem 1: Each task nseq(j ) in the parallel application G
can always find a processor to be assigned to satisfy

Rseq(j )(G) =
j−1∏

x=1

R
(
nseq(x) , uproc(seq(x))

)

× R
(
nseq(j ) , uproc(seq(j ))

)×
|N |∏

y=j+1

Rmax
(
nseq(y )

)
� Rgoal(G).

(11)

The theorem is proved in the Appendix.
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B. Minimizing Resource Consumption Cost

First, the reliability goal of each task is given before the
algorithm is proposed. According to Theorem 1, it should have

R(nseq(j ) , uk ) � Rgoal(G)
/⎛

⎝
j−1∏

x=1

R(nseq(x) , uproc(seq(x))) ×
|N |∏

y=j+1

Rmax(nseq(y ))

⎞

⎠ .

Hence, let the reliability goal of the task nseq(y ) be

Rgoal(nseq(j )) = Rgoal(G)
/⎛

⎝
j−1∏

x=1

R(nseq(x) , uproc(seq(x))) ×
|N |∏

y=j+1

Rmax(nseq(y ))

⎞

⎠ .

(12)

Then, the reliability goal of the application can be transferred
to the reliability goal of each task. That is, just let nseq(j ) satisfy
the following constraint:

R(nseq(j ) , uk ) � Rgoal(nseq(j )).

Hence, when assigning the task nseq(j ) , the reliability goal
Rgoal(nseq(j )) of nseq(j ) can be directly considered and the relia-
bility goal of application G need not be concerned about. In this
way, a low time complexity heuristic algorithm can be achieved.
As the minimum reliability goal of nseq(j ) is Rmin(nseq(j )),
R(nseq(j )) should be required to satisfy the following constraint:

R(nseq(j ) , uk ) � max{Rgoal(nseq(j )), Rmin(nseq(j ))}. (13)

In the following, the algorithm called minimizing resource
consumption cost with reliability goal (MRCRG) for a reliable
parallel application on heterogeneous embedded systems is pro-
posed, as shown in Algorithm 1.

The core idea of MRCRG is that the reliability goal of the
application is transferred to the reliability goal of each task.
Each task just selects the processor with the minimum resource
consumption cost while satisfying its reliability goal. The main
details are explained as follows.

1) MRCRG has obtained the reliability goal of each task
before it prepares to be assigned (line 5).

2) MRCRG skips the processors that do not satisfy the reli-
ability goal (lines 9–11). That is, MRCRG does not need
to calculate the total reliability of the application and de-
termine whether it satisfies the given reliability goal in
each task assignment by traversing all the tasks in the
parallel application.

3) MRCRG selects the processor with the minimum re-
source consumption cost for each task while satisfying
the condition RC(ni, uk ) < max{Rgoal(ni), Rmin(ni)}
(lines 9–17).

The time complexity of the MRCRG algorithm is analyzed
as follows. Scheduling all tasks must traverse all tasks, which
can be done in O(|N |) time. Calculating the minimum resource
consumption value of each task can be done in O(|N | × |U |)
time. Hence, the time complexity of the MRCRG algorithm is

TABLE V
FAILURE AND COST RATES OF PROCESSORS {u1, u2, u3}

Parameter u1 u2 u3

λk 0.0005 0.0002 0.0009
γk 5 9 2

O(|N |2 × |U |), which is equal to that of the heterogeneous earli-
est finish time (HEFT) algorithm [10]. In other words, MRCRG
implements effective resource consumption cost minimization
without sacrificing the time complexity.

C. Example of the MRCRG Algorithm

The process and results of the motivating example using the
MRCRG algorithm are illustrated in this section. The failure
and resource consumption cost rates of processors are shown in
Table V and the rate of the link is γcomm = 1. For simplicity, all
the units of all parameters are ignored in the example.

The minimum and maximum reliability values are
Rmin(G) = 0.8792 and Rmax(G) = 0.9743 according to (7)
and (8), respectively. The reliability goal of G is set to
Rgoal(G) = 0.95. Table VI shows the task assignments of the
motivating example using MRCRG, where each row represents
a task assignment. The values in red text mean that the pro-
cessor is selected with the minimum resource consumption
cost. The values denoted with “–” mean that assigning task
to the processor cannot satisfy the reliability goal of the task.
The final reliability is R(G) = 0.9502 > Rgoal(G) = 0.95, and
the obtained total resource consumption cost is cost(G) = 910.

Fig. 2 also shows the task scheduling of the motivating parallel
application G based on after generated by MRCRG, where the
schedule length (makespan) is 113. Note that the arrows in Fig. 2
represent generated communications between tasks. The later
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TABLE VI
TASK ASSIGNMENT OF THE MOTIVATING PARALLEL

APPLICATION GENERATED BY MRCRG

Fig. 2. Task scheduling of the motivating parallel application generated
by MRCRG.

implementation phase can implement the application according
to the assigned processor, start time, and end time of each task
generated by MRCRG during the design phase.

VI. EXPERIMENTS

A. Experimental Metrics

The performance metrics selected for comparison are the
actual reliability value R(G) (2) and the final resource con-
sumption cost cost(G) (4) of the application. The com-
pared algorithms with the presented MRCRG algorithm are
of course the sate-of-the-art MaxRe [6] and RR algorithms
[7]. Processor and application parameters refer to [20], [21]:
10 ms � wi,k � 100 ms, 10 ms � ci,j � 100 ms, 0.000001/ms
� λk � 0.000009/ms, 0.1 Kb/ms � γk � 0.9 Kb/ms, and
γcomm = 0.2 Kb/ms. All parallel applications will be executed
in a simulated heterogeneous multiprocessor platform with
32 processors.

B. Real Parallel Applications

Parallel applications with precedence-constrained tasks
widely exist in some embedded applications, such as the Gaus-
sian elimination [25] and fast Fourier transform [26] applica-
tions. The Gaussian elimination and Fourier transform applica-
tion are the two typical parallel applications with low and high
parallelism, respectively. To verify the effectiveness and validity
of the proposed algorithm, these two types of real parallel ap-
plications are used to compare the results of all the algorithms.
A new parameter ρ is used as the matrix size of the Gaussian
elimination application and the total number of tasks should be
|N | = ρ2+ρ−2

2 [10]. Fig. 3 shows an example of the Gaussian
elimination application with ρ = 5. A new parameter ρ is used
as the size of the fast Fourier transform application and the
total number of tasks should be |N | = (2 × ρ − 1) + ρ ×

Fig. 3. Example of the Gaussian elimination application with ρ = 5.

Fig. 4. Example of the fast Fourier transform application with ρ = 4.

log 2
ρ , where assume that ρ = 2y for some integer y. Fig. 4

shows an example of the fast Fourier transform application
with ρ = 8. Note that ρ exit tasks exist in the fast Fourier
transform application with the size ρ. To adapt the applica-
tion model of this study, a virtual exit task is added and the
last ρ tasks are set as the immediate predecessor tasks of the
virtual task. In this situation, the total task number should be
|N | = (2 × ρ − 1) + ρ × log 2

ρ + 1.
Experiment 1: This experiment is conducted to compare the

actual reliability values and the total resource consumption
costs of Gaussian elimination applications for varying num-
ber of tasks. We limit Rgoal(G) = 0.93, because it is contained
in the interval of the reliability goals of the exposure E3 (i.e.,
[0.9,0.99)), which is primarily used in actual system design. ρ
is changed from 14 to 70, i.e., the task number is changed from
104 (small scale) to 2484 (large scale). The results are shown in
Fig. 5.

Fig. 5(a) shows the actual reliability values of Gaussian elim-
ination applications on different task scales. As can be seen,
all the algorithms can satisfy the reliability goals of applica-
tions in all cases and the actual reliability values decrease with
the increased numbers of tasks. In small scales (|N | = 104,
|N | = 405, and |N | = 902), the three algorithms obtain the
same reliability values. With the increasing numbers of tasks,
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Fig. 5. Results of Gaussian elimination applications for varying numbers of tasks. (a) Actual reliability values. (b) Total resource consumption costs
(Mb).

Fig. 6. Results of fast Fourier transform applications for varying numbers of tasks. (a) Actual reliability values. (b) Total resource consumption
costs (Mb).

MRCRG generates least reliability values followed by RR and
MaxRe. For example, when |N | = 2484, the reliability value
using MRCRG is merely 0.939, which is very close to the relia-
bility goal value; however, the obtained reliability values using
RR and MaxRe reach to 0.95 and 0.968, respectively.

Fig. 5(b) shows the total resource consumption costs of Gaus-
sian elimination applications on different task scales. It is pleas-
ing that MRCRG generates the least resource consumption
costs followed by RR and MaxRe. In small scales (|N | = 104,
|N | = 405, and |N | = 902), RR and MaxRe generates the same
resource consumption costs. The reason for the same resource
consumption costs is that RR and MaxRe only need one replicas
for each task and they do not require fault tolerance; in addition,
considering that MaxRe and RR assign the task to the processor
with the maximum reliability value R (ni, uk ) = e−λk wi , k (1),
the actual resource consumption costs should be equal. In small
scales (|N | = 104, |N | = 405, and |N | = 902), the resource
consumption costs using MRCRG are merely 66.7% (2/3) of
those of using RR and MaxRe. When |N | = 2484, the resource
consumption cost using MRCRG is merely 46.6% (56/120) and
58.9% (56/95) of those of using RR and MaxRe, respectively.
The reason for the least resource consumption costs using MR-
CRG is that it improves the strategy of satisfying reliability
goal (Theorem 1); moreover, MRCRG assigns the tasks to the
processors with the minimum resource consumption cost rather
than minimum reliability values of RR and MaxRe because

maximum reliability value does not mean minimum resource
consumption cost in heterogeneous systems.

Experiment 2: This experiment is conducted to compare the
actual reliability values and the total resource consumption costs
of fast Fourier transform applications for varying number of
tasks. Limit Rgoal(G) = 0.93. ρ is changed from 16 to 256, i.e.,
the task number is changed from 96 (small scale) to 2560 (large
scale). The results are shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6(a) shows the actual reliability values of fast Fourier
transform applications on different task scales. Compared with
the results of Gaussian elimination applications in Fig. 5(a), the
same regular pattern is shown in Fig. 6(a) in different cases. Such
results indicate that both the low and high parallel applications
have not obvious differences in obtaining the actual reliability
values.

Fig. 6(b) shows the total resource consumption costs of fast
Fourier transform applications on different task scales. Similar
to the results of Fig. 5(b), MRCRG generates the least resource
consumption costs followed by RR and MaxRe in all cases, and
RR and MaxRe generate the same resource consumption costs in
small scales (|N | = 96, |N | = 224, and |N | = 512). The main
difference is that the advantage of the resource consumption
costs using MaxRe is slightly weakened to some extent. For ex-
ample, in small scales (|N | = 96, |N | = 224, and |N | = 512),
the resource consumption costs using MRCRG are merely 72%
of those of using RR and MaxRe. When |N | = 2560, the
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Fig. 7. Resource consumption costs (unit: Mb) of randomly generated
parallel applications for varying numbers of tasks.

resource consumption cost using MRCRG is about 50%
(54/108) and 66.7% (54/81) of those of using RR and MaxRe, re-
spectively. Note that the resource consumption costs using MR-
CRG are not reduced in large scale for different applications,
but RR and MaxRe have generate less resource consumption
costs in high parallel applications than those in in low paral-
lel applications. Anyway, MRCRG still produces less resource
consumption costs than RR and MaxRe in all cases and the ad-
vantage is significant for both low and high parallel applications.

C. Randomly Generated Parallel Applications

To fully demonstrate the benefits of the proposed algorithm,
we consider parallel application samples, which are randomly
generated depending on the following parameters: shape pa-
rameter set α = {0.5, 1.0, 2.0}, range percentage of computa-
tion time set η = {0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 2.0, 4.0}, and communication
to computation ratio CCR = {0.1, 0.5, 1.0, 5.0, 10.0}. Random
DAGs have been generated by task graphs for free 3.5 [27], and
programmed by Java to compare the results. Statistical experi-
mental results are shown with “box and whiskers graphs,” which
can show the concrete values with maximum point, minimum
point, middle point (the median), and the middle points of the
two halves (submedians) clearly [12].

Experiment 3: This experiment is conducted to compare the
total resource consumption costs of randomly generated parallel
applications for varying number of tasks. Let Rgoal(G) still be
0.93. The task number is changed from 500 (small scale) to
2500 (large scale) with 500 increments. Statistical experimental
results are shown with “box and whiskers graphs,” which can
show the concrete values with maximum point, minimum point,
middle point (the median), and the middle points of the two
halves (submedians) clearly [12]. The results of total resource
consumption costs are shown in Fig. 7.

As can be seen in Fig. 7, MRCRG generates much more
resource consumption costs than MaxRe and RR in all the same
scales. It is easy to see that the resource consumption costs with

Fig. 8. Real-life automotive application [28].

2500 tasks using MRCRG is even less than those with 1500
tasks using MaxRe and RR.

D. Real-Life Automotive Application

In order to adapt to ISO 26262, we use the real-life au-
tomotive application shown in Fig. 8 adopted from [28] to
show the results. This application consists of six application
blocks: engine controller with seven tasks (n1–n7), automatic
gear box with four tasks (n8–n11), antilocking brake system
with six tasks (n12–n17), wheel angle sensor with two tasks
(n18–n19), suspension controller with five tasks (n20–n24), and
body work with seven tasks (n25–n31). Processor and applica-
tion parameters are as follows: 100 μs � wi,k � 400 μs, 100 μs
� ci,j � 400 μs, 0.000001/μs � λk � 0.000009/μs, 0.5 kb/ms
� γk � 1.5 kb/ms, and γcomm = 0.5 kb/ms.

Experiment 4: This experiment is conducted to compare the
final resource consumption costs of the real-life automotive ap-
plication for varying reliability goals. The reliability goal is
changed from 0.9 to 0.99 with a 0.01 increment because reli-
ability goal values fall in the range of exposure E3 and E2 in
ISO 26262. Meanwhile, the maximum reliability goal for the
application is calculated as 0.9947, which falls in the range of
exposure E1 in ISO 26262.

Fig. 9 shows the actual reliability values of the real-life appli-
cation for varying reliability goals. The following observations
are made.

1) MRCRG still generates least resource consumption costs
followed by MaxRe and RR. MRCRG outperforms
MaxRe and RR by 55.03% and 43.66%, respectively,
in the best case.

2) The maximum resource consumption costs using MaxRe
and RR are obtained when Rgoal(G) = 0.9947, whereas
that using MRCRG is obtained when Rgoal(G) = 0.99.
Such results indicate that higher reliability goals do not
lead to lower resource consumption costs using MRCRG.
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Fig. 9. Resource consumption costs (unit: Mb) of real-life automotive
application for varying reliability goals.

3) MRCRG generates relatively stable resource consump-
tion cost of 12.483 Mb in different reliability goals of
0.91–0.98. In other words, a reliability goal that in this
interval can be accepted for the real-life automotive ap-
plication.

4) The maximum reliability goal of 0.9947 shows that it is
unrealistic to achieve very high and unreachable reliabil-
ity goal value (e.g., 0.999). In this case, a relatively low
but safe reliability goal (e.g., 0.93) can be achieved.

In summary, combined with the results of real and randomly
generated applications, the proposed MRCRG algorithm is very
effective in resource consumption cost minimization while sat-
isfying the given reliability goal. It is expected that MRCRG
can effectively explore a part of the design space and achieve
better solutions during the design phase aiming at reducing the
resource consumption cost.

VII. CONCLUSION

This study develops an effective and low time complexity
resource consumption cost minimization algorithm MRCRG
for a parallel application on heterogeneous embedded systems.
MRCRG is implemented by transferring the reliability goal of
the parallel application to the reliability goal of each task. In
each task assignment, MRCRG always selects the processor
with the minimum resource consumption cost while satisfying
the reliability goal of the task. First, MRCRG can always satisfy
the reliability goal of a parallel application and is verified with
various kinds of experiments. Second, MRCRG implements the
more effective resource consumption cost minimization while
satisfying the reliability goal compared with the state-of-the-
art algorithms. MRCRG can be used for different types of real
parallel applications in heterogeneous embedded systems. It is
expected that MRCRG can effectively explore a part of the
design space aiming at minimizing the resource consumption
cost of reliable parallel applications under different conditions.
In our future work, we will extend our method to the energy
consumption optimization of heterogeneous embedded systems.

APPENDIX

Proof of Theorem 1: The mathematical induction is used to
prove the theorem. First, the entry task n1 = nseq(1) is consid-
ered. In this case, all the tasks are not assigned to processors
and the application G needs to satisfy its reliability goal

Rseq(1)(G) = R(nseq(1) , uk ) ×
|N |∏

y=2

Rmax(nseq(y )) � Rgoal(G)

(14)
namely, nseq(1) is required to be satisfied

R(nseq(1) , uk ) � Rgoal(G)

/ |N |∏

y=2

Rmax(nseq(y )). (15)

As

Rmax(G) = Rmax(nseq(1)) ×
|N |∏

y=2

Rmax(nseq(y )) � Rgoal(G)

(16)
according to (8) and (9), then

Rmax(nseq(1)) � Rgoal(G)

/ |N |∏

y=2

Rmax
(
nseq(y )

)
. (17)

As the maximum value of R(nseq(1) , uk ) is Rmax(nseq(1)), then
nseq(1) is able to find an assigned processor to satisfy the (14),
namely

Rseq(1)(G)=R(nseq(1) , uk ) ×
|N |∏

y=2

Rmax
(
nseq(y )

)
� Rgoal(G).

(18)
Assume that the jth task nseq(j ) can find an assigned processor

uproc(seq(j )) to satisfy the Rgoal(G), then

Rseq(j )(G) =
j−1∑

x=1

R(nseq(x) , uproc(seq(x)))

× R(nseq(j ) , uproc(seq(j ))) ×
|N |∏

y=j+1

Rmax
(
nseq(y )

)
� Rgoal(G)

(19)

namely

Rseq(j )(G) =
j∏

x=1

R(nseq(x) , uproc(seq(x)))

×
|N |∏

y=j+1

Rmax(nseq(y )) � Rgoal(G). (20)

Hence, it should have

i∏

x=1

R(nseq(x) , uproc(seq(x))) � Rgoal(G)

/ |N |∏

y=j+1

Rmax(nseq(y )).

(21)
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For the (j + 1)th task nseq(j+1) , the reliability of the application
is

Rseq(j+1)(G) =
j∏

x=1

R(nseq(x) , uproc(seq(x)))

×R(nseq(j+1) , uk ) ×
|N |∏

y=j+2

R(nseq(y ) , uproc(seq(y ))). (22)

Placing (21) into (22) gives the following:

Rseq(j+1)(G) �

⎛

⎝Rgoal(G)

/ |N |∏

y=j+1

Rmax(nseq(y )

⎞

⎠

× R(nseq(j+1) , uk ) ×
|N |∏

y=j+2

Rmax(nseq(y )))

=

(
Rgoal(G)

/
(Rmax(nseq(j+1))

)
× R(nseq(j+1) , uk ).

(23)

As the maximum value of R(nseq(j+1) , uk ) is Rmax(nseq(j+1)),
when R(nseq(j+1) , uk ) = Rmax(nseq(j+1)), then it should have

Rseq(j+1)(G) � Rgoal(G) (24)

according to (23). That is, nseq(j+1) can also find an assigned
processor to satisfy Rgoal(G).

As all the tasks can find individual assigned processors to
satisfy Rgoal(G), Theorem 1 is satisfied. �
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